The Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix is a great achievement in the modern particle physics [1], and it was discovered for obtaining an explanation of CP-violating processes in phenomenology. The Kobayashi-Maskawa theory investigated a phase which cannot be absorbed by a redefinition of quark fields described by the framework of the standard model. The standard model is the most important success in modern particle physics [2] . In the theories beyond the standard model, the top-condensation model is an interesting candidate for us [3, 4] . The top-condensation model uses a generalized Nambu−Jona-Lasinio ( NJL ) model [5] , a four-fermion contact interaction model, and thus it is non-renormalizable, though the theory argues that the low-energy effective theory of the top-condensation model corresponds to the standard model [4] . Hence the predictions of masses of the model have been examined by employing the renormalization group analysis which reduces the sensitivity on cutoff and model parameters. In this paper, we show another ( can be a supplement ) way with the Kobayashi-Maskawa theory for a CP-violation. To avoid a possible confusion of readers, we emphasize that we consider a single-flavor model. Thus our mechanism of CP-violation takes place without a flavor-violation/oscillation. ( For the conservation of U (1)-gauge symmetry in single-flavor quark, it is favorable that our mechanism should be generalized into a multi-flavor system. )
Proposition: Quarks will have a spontaneous ( dynamical ) CP-violation as a result of a dynamical generation of a Dirac mass terms under the NJL mechanism. In other words, quarks have a mechanism of dynamical chiral mass generation accompanied with a spontaneous CP-violation.
Proof : Evident from some parts of the results in Ref. [9] .
Here, we explain the situation considered here by the results in Ref. [9] . We introduce the following Lagrangian for quarks:
Here, the Lagrangian is a one-flavor model. ξ and η are right-and left-handed Weyl spinors, respectively. V (H, H † ) is a Higgs potential, though it is not a necessity for our model that H is a Higgs field in principle ( see the Assumption given above ). The phases of the mass parameters M R and M L can be absorbed by the redefinition of the phases of ξ-and η-fields when the theory does not generate a Dirac mass term. Just the same with the case of the Nambu−Jona-Lasinio model, the four-fermion interaction can generate a Dirac mass term as follows:
The final expression is given in terms of Dirac bispinors. Obviously, this Dirac mass term at m = m † breaks the CP-symmetry, and now the phases of M R , M L and m D cannot be absorbed simultaneously, if M R = M L ( more precisely, under the case where the phase of M R coincides with that of M L ). The fermion sector is written down in the following matrix form:
Here, we have used the Majorana-Nambu notation [9, 10] Ψ MN defined by Majorana fields ψ MR and ψ ML , and of course it is equivalent with.the Dirac field expression ( Dirac-Nambu notation ) [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . By the result of diagonalization of the matrix Ω M , the energy-momentum relation of fermions will be obtained in the following form:
Here, the definition of phases of the mass parameters are
The diagonalization will be achieved by several ways ( for example, Ref. [13] ). The energy-momentum relations E ± (k) have the phase Θ which cannot be absorbed by a redefinition of fields ξ and η. At first glance, the energymomentum spectra seems to have the complicated structures, though the spectra do not break the proper Lorentz symmetry O(3, 1). Similar spectra appear in the mass spectra of top-bottom ( stop-sbottom ) in the theory of (minimal supersymmetric) standard model ( for example, Ref. [15] ), though the situation we consider here is very different from such a model. Under our assumption, we argue that the observed quark masses can have the structures given by M ± , constructed by the very-tiny Majorana mass parameters M R , M L and the dynamically generated Dirac mass parameter m D . If we regard M ± as the observed masses, surely they must be almost degenerate ( quasidegenerate ). The actual situation of quark masses would be the superposition of the chiral symmetry breaking of QCD, flavor-violation by the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix, and the effect we consider here ( of course, our model does not give a flavor violation ). Our model given above can easily be generalized to have both a flavor-degree of freedom and electroweak gauge symmetry, by the similar way with the standard model ( our model can be derived by a decomposition of doublets of the Yukawa term of the standard model ), and the intra-and inter-flavor inteactions ( inter-flavor mechanism seems more favorable due to charge conservation ). An extension to a supersymmetric model is also possible by employing a similar formalism of supersymmetric BCS superconductivity [13, 14] . Especially, by a more concrete set up of our model, an evaluation of scattering amplitude or a decay constant are intersting for us. If our story is true, some cosmological observations could prove it.
